Dear Parents,
Welcome back to the New Year!

As you know last week was the school inspection, and whilst the findings are confidential until
the report is published, I will tell you all that the overriding message from the inspectors was
that they can see the impact of our hard work that has resulted in improvements in the
school. The team worked really well with the teachers in order to make this a rewarding experience. We were thanked for our cooperation and one of the inspectors remarked that they
would happily send their child here, which is the ultimate praise for any school!
Many thanks to all parents who answered the survey and shared their thoughts.

One of the things that came up was the communication channels, which some feel are too
varied, and others feel are not enough. With this in mind I think it would be a good idea to
have a joint working party of parents, student leaders and staff to look at this and try to come
up with a streamlined and efficient strategy for development in this.
Many thanks as always to the FOSMM parents, who helped to organize the parents’ meeting
with the inspectors. We really appreciate the constant support from you all.
The Dental hygiene coffee morning was postponed due to the weather so keep an eye out for
the new date.
Parent concerns:
There have been some concerns raised over the Novel Coronavirus. There is no specific measures for schools
to take, other than the usual infection control through handwashing and staying home if you are unwell.
Here is a link to the DHA site where advice is given: https://www.dha.gov.ae/Documents/coronavirus.pdf

Busy and forward looking start to 2020.

During January, we have had school trips that are very well set to develop forward thinking and innovative learners in
our school.
EXPO2020 is a huge initiative in the UAE and we are really involved through their competitions, and by visiting their
site to see how this event will impact on the future of the UAE.

Students also followed up the coffee morning from Vegetech, and have visited the farm to really find out how a sustainable and healthy lifestyle can be attained even here in the desert! Hopefully you are all now growing your own
crop of vegetables…?

Visit to EXPO2020 site.
Students visited the EXPO2020 site to see how we are preparing for the future
here in the UAE.

Visit to Veggie Tech Farm in Sharjah

The visit to Veggie Tech farm was arranged to support the students of KS2 who have undertaken the hydroponics project at school as one of the innovation initiatives of SMM. Here the students could witness how
vegetables and fruits can be grown using modern technology like hydroponics and other methods that make
it possible to produce a much higher yield using very limited resources like water and space. This is particularly advantageous in dry areas thereby making it sustainable and most relevant in the context of the UAE.
The engagement of the students and the range of questions they asked demonstrated their interest that
was generated by the visit. The founder of the farm, Mr Hemant Julka, deserves special mention for his sincere effort in showing the students around, explaining the processes involved in such methods of farming
and answering all their queries scientifically and patiently.
The enthusiastic students had hundreds of questions to ask …
“Why does the grow light emit only blue and red light?”
“My mother has many plants at home and despite her best efforts, those plants die. Why do those plants
die despite the best care given?”
“Why do plants need calcium?”
“Why do the plants need to be kept in air conditioned rooms?”

“To what height can the plants grow in a vertical tower?”
“What do agronomists do?”
It was indeed a treat for the students to pick cucumbers and ears of corn from the plants with their own
hands!
With all their questions answered and getting a first-hand experience of how vegetables are grown and harvested in a greenhouse and in a vertical tower, the students returned with their curiosity piqued further.
Most definitely, they will take this learning forward through their own project of growing plants
hydroponically in school.
By Miss Annie.

Visit of the Sisters of St Paul:
This week we had a visit from the Sisters of St Paul, both from the Phillipines and from Rome
and were able to celebrate the feast of St Paul.
The Congregation of the Sisters of St. Paul of Chartres (SPC) follow thir mission for teaching,
nursing, visiting the poor, taking care of orphans, the old and infirm, and the mentally ill. It was
founded around 1700. For more information on the Sisters and their mission, here is the link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sisters_of_Saint_Paul_of_Chartres

We were proud to welcome:
Sister Emily del Castillio, SPC first general assistant residing in the SPC Generalate , Rome, Italy.
Sister Adelina Javellana, Provincial assistant for the Healthcare ministry of the SPC Phillipine
Province.
Sister Ruby Abellana, Provincial bursar of the SPC Phillipine province.

